Archival views of three of Boissevain’s main churches: Top left: St. Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church is seen in this archival image before a new addition
obscured the front façade; Right: a view of St. Paul’s United (originally
Methodist) Church, a designated Provincial Heritage Site; and Below: an
archival view of St. Matthew’s Anglican Church.

Schools
Boissevain, like other Manitoba towns, was once blessed with
substantial and important school buildings – one of stone (built
in 1894, burned 1906) and then a brick building (1906).
Unfortunately, as was the case in so many other Manitoba
communities, the old brick school was torn down, and so this
connection to the educational heritage of Boissevain has been
lost.

Halls and Recreational Sites and Buildings
Certain Manitoba towns were enlivened around the turn of the
20th century by the opportunities for after-hours fun in a local
opera house (usually actually providing vaudeville entertainment), pool hall, cinema or dance hall. Boissevain’s major
claim for the expression of this important aspect of Victorianand Edwardian-era life is connected to the Town Hall, where
the second floor provided space for meetings and recreation.

Boissevain’s Town Hall provided
second-storey space for various
social events.

Boissevain’s Brick School 1906, demolished.

Railway Buildings
Boissevain has lost its important and impressive CPR station,
and so this vital connection to the origins of the town, and also
to its very form (standing as it did within the broad right-ofway that bisected the town) are no longer apparent. The only
connection to railway history is via the old Great Northern
station master’s house and that building is in less than good
condition.

Industrial Buildings
Many small Manitoba communities boasted of important
industrial or manufacturing operations that were a mainstay of
local economic activity, at least for a few years. For Boissevain
this claim focuses first on a saw mill that operated for several
years and then on grain elevators (a small-town mainstay),
many of which once stood between South and North Railway
(see image under Commercial Buildings). What about the big
building seen there – flour mill? A very small aspect of the
town’s construction industry involves a sandstone quarry to the
south of town, in Musgrove Ravine, which was used for a time,
especially for some of the stonework on St. Paul’s United
Church.

Boissevain CPR Station, ca. 1900, demolished.

Saw Mill? Flour Mill?

Cemeteries/Memorials
The Boissevain Cemetery is unique in Anglo-Ontarian towns.
Where every other one known to the Historic Resources
Branch is situated outside town limits, Boissevain’s is within
the bounds of town. The cemetery is a key heritage site – a
very good Victorian-era garden cemetery and dotted with many
fine marker designs in stone. The town also boasts an
especially fine war memorial, with a noble figural sculpture as
its main feature.

Below: view of Boissevain Cemetery, a
key heritage site in the community.
Right: the war memorial.

Commercial Buildings
Like other Manitoba communities, Boissevain has lost many of
the buildings, as well as the forms and materials, that once
defined its main commercial thoroughfare – Railway Street
South. The photo array here and on succeeding pages suggests
the losses. But there are a few exceptions, whose presence and
survival should be celebrated: the Welch Block and Pringle’s
Men’s Wear. Additionally, the Art Conroy Garage, although
from 1934, is a now-rare example of the kind of building that
defined so many Manitoba towns with the advent of the
automobile. Are the trees still there?

A view from the east, looking west, down the
railway right-of-way that bisects Boissevain.
Railway South is on the left of this archival
photograph, marked by the trees heavy with
hoarfrost.

Two views of Boissevain’s main commercial
thoroughfare, South Railway: top, looking east
down South Railway. Most of these buildings are
gone; and below: View looking east down South
Railway. Most of these buildings are gone.

An array of early Boissevain Business buildings: Sample of small wooden
commercial building. Example of a brick commercial building carried out in
the then-popular Romanesque style.. Wawanesa Mutual Building, gone.

An array of early Boissevain Business buildings: Livery Stable, gone
Dominion and later Royal Bank, gone.. Home Hotel, gone.

Houses
Boissevain has an impressive collection of residential
architecture from the late 1800s and early 1900s. The glory of
this set are the three stone houses that remain to recall what
was once an even more impressive group (the images on this
page and following suggest some of what has been lost over
the years). These buildings are immediately interesting and
impressive – presenting different common styles of the day
(Second Empire for two and Queen Anne for the other), and of
course wonderfully appealing stone walls displaying the
highest levels of craftsmanship, and exuding in any observer
deep levels of appreciation. Other impressive houses on the
grand scale are also worth noting – the Dr. Schaffner House (a
big, fancy Queen Anne) and the Halladay House (a grand brick
and stone manor). But it should be noted that, as is happening
in other Manitoba communities, many of Boissevain’s fine
historic houses are being resheathed with aluminium or vinyl
siding. And while this new covering may solve some
immediate issues, it certainly diminishes the community’s
overall heritage appeal.

Archival view of the Elliot House, one of Boissevain’s exquisite little
stone houses, and still exhibiting high levels of physical integrity to this
day.

